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ABSTRACT:
Information is growing exponentially over the Internet. User gets confused while seeing so many items over the Internet
to decide which one to buy. In this scenario filtering of available information is essential to suggest user about items and
tell what other users recommend. One user will set his mind to buy only if many like-minded users like a particular item.
To get the group of similar users or items the vendor has to find similarity among them by quantifying their
recommendations. This is feasible by using user-item rating matrix so that the system can show recommendations for
users. This paper describes various methods to calculate similarity between users, and between items over a proposed
rating matrix. This paper also highlights their advantages and disadvantages.
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INTRODUCTION:
Nowadays, more and more people are using internet on their own mobile phone, tablet PC and other
intelligent terminals. This has enabled them to spend more time in accessing all kinds of e-commerce sites
(such as flipkart and Amazon). However, the huge amount of available information and items makes them
weighed down and indecisive. Users have to waste more time and energy in searching for their expected
information. Even then, they find themselves lost in getting desired results. Fortunately, the behaviours of
users can be tracked and recorded on these e-commerce sites. This makes it easier to analyze the preference of
users. In this regard, recommender systems are used to recommend information as per user expectations and
provide services by analyzing the user behaviours, such as the recommendation of videos in YouTube [1], the
books in Amazon [2] and so on.

On the basis of their approach to rating estimation, recommender systems are usually classified:

(i) Content-based System
(ii) Collaborative Filtering System
(iii) Hybrid System

In content-based approach, similar items the user preferred in past will be recommended to the user while in
collaborative filtering, items that other people with similar tastes and preferences like will be recommended.
In order to overcome the limitations of both approach hybrid systems are proposed that combines both
approaches in some manner. Among all the above methods, the collaborative filtering [3] has become the
most commonly used method to recommend items for users. It makes recommendation based on the similar
users with the active user. It also makes such recommendations using similar items with the items which are
rated by the active user. The collaborative filtering comprises of memory-based method and model-based
method [4]. In memory-based method similarities among users are first calculated then most similar users as
the neighbors of the active user are selected. Finally, it provides the recommendations according to the
neighbors. However, in the model-based method first a model is constructed to describe the behavior of users
and, therefore, to predict the ratings of items. The memory-based method can provide significant
recommended accuracy, but the execution time will grow rapidly with the increasing of users and items.
Sometimes, it gets difficult to respond in real-time. On the other hand, the model-based method proves to be
faster in prediction time than the memory-based method. It may be because the construction of the model can
be finished in a considerable amount of time and this process is executed off-line. The demerit of the model-
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based method is that the recommendation performance is not as good as of the memory-based method. In
addition to collaborative filtering, content-based technique [5], social recommendation [6], semantic
recommendation [7] are also used to predict user preference. This paper focuses on the recommended
performance in memory-based collaborative filtering algorithms. The core of collaborative filtering is to
calculate similarities among users or items. The performance of a recommender system depends upon the
accuracy; how accurately the recommender system makes predictions. The prediction ability depends on
similarity measure used to find similar users. The prediction will get as improved as much similarity measure
provides better results. Similarity can be found between users as well as items. Many researchers have been
proposed many methods to compute similarity.  [8] has categorized similarity measuring methods into three
categories; correlation based similarity (Pearson correlation, Constrained Pearson correlation, Spearman,
Kendall’s τ correlation etc), Vector cosine based similarity, conditional probability based similarity methods
[9], [10].

Section 2 describes related work of recommender systems. All Similarity measures used in recommender
system are presented in Section 3. Section 4 has results and discussion. Concluding remarks are given in
Section 5.

2. RELATED WORK
Collaborative filtering (CF), as a type of personalized recommendation method, has been extensively used in
many domains [1,2,11-13]. However, collaborative filtering also suffers from a number of issues, for instance,
data sparsity, cold start problem, scalability and so on. These problems badly diminish the user experience.
Collaborative filtering recommends items to users according to their ratings. Therefore, a history database of
users’ ratings is desired. However, the data sparsity problem is always there, as user only rates a very few of
items. This paper analyzed the disadvantages of Pearson correlation coefficient [14] and cosine similarity
[15]. Ahn [16] proposed a new similarity measure called PIP (Proximity-Impact-Popularity). This new
similarity considered three aspects: proximity, impact and popularity of the user ratings. But, this similarity
considers only the local information about the ratings and does not consider the global preference of user
ratings. General Pearson correlation coefficient does not take into the account of the size of the set of common
users. To resolve the problem, weighted Pearson correlation coefficient has been introduced [17]. The basic
idea of capturing the confidence is considered which can be placed on the neighbor. The confidence will
naturally augment with the number of common rated items. Ester and Jamali [18] proposed a similarity
measure based on the sigmoid function. This technique can deteriorate the similarity of small common items
among users. The adjusted cosine similarity measure [16] was proposed to add up to the shortage of
traditional cosine similarity. Bobadilla et al. [19] projected a new metric which combined the Jaccard measure
[20] and mean squared difference [4]. The assumption made was that these two measures could complement
each other. MJD (Mean–Jaccard–Difference) was anticipated to solve the cold user problem. This metric
includes three steps: first the selection of similarity measures, the new metric has six similarity measures after
this step. Then, the weights of each similarity measure will be evaluated by neural network learning. Finally,
the prediction can be obtained according to the new metric. Recently, a singularity based similarity measure
[21] was also offered. This measure proposed that the results obtained by applying traditional similarity
measures could be improved by taking contextual information. This paper first considered the rating as
positive and non-positive. Then the singularity values of each user and each item is computed. The similarity
is replaced with singularity value. Moreover, Bobadilla et al. [22] introduced a significance based similarity
measure. This measure first calculates three kinds of significances, which is the significance of an item, the
significance of a user to recommend to other users and the significance of an item for a user. Then the
traditional Pearson correlation coefficient or cosine similarity will be used to calculate the similarities among
users according to the significance. Data smoothing technique is another most used method to improve the
recommend performance in collaborative filtering. Various sparsity measures [23] were used to enhance
accuracy of collaborative filtering. These sparsity measures were computed based on local and global
similarities. Then, an estimating parameter scheme for weighting the various sparsity measures was proposed.
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The experimental results demonstrated that the proposed estimate parameter outperforms the schemes for
which the parameter was kept constant on accuracy of prediction ratings.

3. SIMILARITY MEASURES:

In this section various similarity measures have been explained.

3.1 PEARSON CORRELATION: This method [14] is most commonly used method. This method is used to
find linear correlation between two vectors. PCC results a value between -1 and +1. -1 represents a negative
co relation while +1 represents high positive correlation. 0 value shows no relation sometimes called zero
order correlation. For the user-based algorithm, Pearson correlation is given in Table 1.

3.2 CONSTRAINED PEARSON CORRELATION: Constrained Pearson correlation uses median value
instead of average of rating co-rated by both users. Median value of scale [1-5] is 3. For the user-based
algorithm, Constrained Pearson correlation is given in Table 1.

3.3 COSINE SIMILARITY: This method [15] is also most commonly used method in collaborative filtering
in recommender systems. Cosine similarity finds how two vectors are related to each other using measuring
cosine angle between these vectors. For the user-based algorithm, Cosine similarity is given in Table 1. The
major drawback with cosine similarity is that it considers null preferences as negative preference.

3.4 ADJUSTED COSINE SIMILARITY: Cosine similarity measure [24] does not consider the scenario in
which different users use different rating scale. Adjusted cosine similarity solves it by subtracting the average
rating provided by the user u. Adjusted cosine similarity considers the difference in rating scale used by each
user. Adjusted cosine similarity is slightly different from Pearson Correlation; Pearson Correlation considers
the average rating of user u for co-rated the items. Adjusted cosine similarity subtracts the average rating of
user u for all the items rated by user u. For the user-based algorithm, Adjusted cosine similarity is given in
Table 1.

3.5 JACCARD SIMILARITY: Jaccard similarity [25] takes number of preferences common between two
users into account. This does not consider the absolute ratings rather it considers number of items rated. Two
users will be more similar, when two users have more common rated items. For the user-based algorithm,
Jaccard similarity is given in Table 1. Jaccard produces limited number of values which makes the task of user
distinction difficult.

3.6 MEAN SQUARED DIFFERENCES:

For the user-based algorithm, MSD similarity is given in Table 1. MSD does not consider number of common
rating rather it considers absolute ratings. Various similarity measures have been proposed in combination of
jaccard similarity as JMSD [19], JPSS [26]. Jaccard and MSD similarity can be combined to form another
similarity measure method JMSD. For the user-based algorithm, JMSD similarity is given in Table 1.

3.7 PIP SIMILARITY: PIP [16] stands for Proximity, Impact, Popularity.  Proximity factor calculates the
arithmetic difference between two ratings, along with consideration of agreement or disagreement of ratings,
giving penalty to ratings in disagreement. Two ratings occurs in agreement if they lie on one side of the
median of the rating scale. The Impact factor represents the extent to which an item is preferred or disliked by
users. If two users have rated 1 on an item, it will show more strong dislike than they rate 3. Popularity is
calculated around average rating of item provided by all users. Popularity gives high similarity when average
of two rating far from average ratings of the item. If both users average rating has a large difference with the
average of total users’ ratings, the two ratings can provide more information about the similarity of the two
users. For the user-based algorithm, PIP similarity is given in Table 1. The Development of PIP was based on
utilizing domain specific interpretation of user ratings on products It was developed to overcome the weakness
of traditional similarity and distance measures in new user cold-start conditions. PIP performed well for new
user cold-start conditions.  PIP penalizes on proximity as well as Impact when there is disagreement in ratings.
Sometimes it misleads about the similarity between similar users and similarity between dissimilar users. To
overcome the problem faced by PIP, a new similarity measure was developed based on sigmoid function,
called PSS an improved PIP measure. PSS stands for Proximity, significance, similarity. For the user-based
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algorithm, PSS similarity is given in Table 1. Proximity of two ratings is computed as in PIP. The second
factor was taken as significance. Significance of two ratings was based on the median value of rating scale. It
is based on the concept that the ratings, more distant from the median value, would be more significant.
Singularity defines how two rating different from other ratings. PSS can be combined with Jaccard similarity
measure. For the user-based algorithm, JPSS is given in Table 1.Where JPSS uses an improved version of
Jaccard similarity measure.

3.8 NEW HEURISTIC SIMILARITY MODEL (NHSM): For this method [26], PIP has been taken as
initial heuristic method. NHSM similarity measure is combination of JPSS and User Rating Preference
similarity measures. User Rating Preference similarity measure is based on mean and variance of the ratings
of user. For the user-based algorithm, NHSM similarity measure is given in Table 1. The value produced by
NHSM ranges from 0 to 1. This similarity measure considers the fact that different users have different
preferences scale and models user preference based on mean and standard variance of user ratings.

3.9 SPEARMAN RANK CORRELATION: Spearman Rank Correlation uses ranks instead of ratings for
calculating similarity. For the user-based algorithm, Spearman Correlation is given in Table 1. Spearman
Rank Correlation does not work well for partial orderings [27]. Weak orderings occur whenever there are at
least two items in the ranking such that neither item is preferred over the other. If there is difference between
user ranking ordering and system ordering. When the system ranks same rated items at different levels, then
the Spearman correlation will be penalized for every pair of items rated same by the user. Since the user
shouldn’t care the system orders items that the user has rated at the same level. Kendall’s Tau metric also
suffers from the same.

3.10 KENDALL’S TAU CORRELATION: This [27] is also rank based method to compute correlation.
Kendall’s correlation considers relative ranks instead of ratings for calculating similarity. It computes the
correlation of the rankings that is independent of the variable values. Kendall’s correlation suffers from the
same problem faced by Spearman correlation.

Table 1: Equations of all similarity measures
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where ir Average rating of user i for all items rated by user i itself.
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Where Nc is number of concondant pairs items that the system predicts in the
proper ranked order. Nd is  the number of discordant pairs that the system
predicts in the wrong order. rT is number of pairs of items that the system
predicts the true ordering while TP is the number of pairs of items in the
predicted ordering

In Table 2, new similarity measures are defined as a combination of previously defined similarity measures.
Table 2: New similarity measures in terms of similarity measures defined in Table 1.
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4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION:

In this paper similarity between users has been calculated over a proposed rating matrix shown in Figure 1
using some of similarity measuring methods mentioned in Table 1. User preferences for items can be
represented as formally matrix of user-item matrix RNxM where N is numbers of users and M is number of
items. U represents set of all users and P represents the set of all items. Let I be the set of co-rated items by
two users. ru,i reprsents rating of user u for item i. Sample matrix showing user ratings of five users for five
items is given in Figure 1 where U={u1, u2, u3, u4, u5}, P={i1,i2,i3,i4,i5}, Iu1,u2={i1,i3,i4}and ru1,i1=5

.

Figure 1: Matrix of users (u1,u2,u3,u4,u5) preferences on items (i1,i2,i3,i4,i5)

5. CONCLUSION:

The generic traditional similarity measures, such as Pearson correlation coefficient, cosine, Mean Squared
Difference are not enough to capture the effective similar users, especially for cold user who only rates a small
number of items. Further, in future these similarity measures should be implemented on mostly used real data
sets in order to get their real feedback/output.
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